istics one becomes uneasy about the adequacy of the theoretical assumptions and statistical adjustments and is left wondering about major differences in unmeasured characteristics that may be correla with the outcome measures. A second common problem was the use of treated comparison groups, i.e., groups receiving Services similar those provided to the YEDPA participants but in a different prograrr Both of these problems undermined the basic purpose of a comparison control group and made the attribution of program effects questiona The research reviewed in this report demonstrates the causes for co about bias in estimated effects from use of such comparison groups. Because of these problems we frequently found that purported eviden of YEDPA program effects might plausibly be ascribed to the non-equivalence of the comparison and participant groups, even when statistical methods to control for such differences were used.
Even in the methodologically sophisticated work conducted on th CLMS data base, there is convincing evidence that the constructed comparison groups that were equated on common socioeconomic variabl could differ markedly on important unmeasured variables. The Job C evaluation also, despite efforts to correct for biases in the constructed comparison group, was ultimately less convincing in its estimates of effects than would have been the case had random assignment been used.
CQNCLUSION; YEDPA research did not make sufficient use of random assignment in defining participant and control groups. Pur review of the research on YEDPA shows dramatically that control groups created by random assignment yield research f indings about employment and training programs that are far less biased than results based on any other method.
The fact that some studies successfully used random assignment suggests that this procedure is feasible and presents no serious technical difficulties in execution.  It is evident that if random assignment had consistently been used in YEDPA research much more v have been learned.  (The use of random assignment in public policy research is discussed in Appendix C.)
Measures of Implementation
In a real-world experiment involving a social program one does have a single, standardized treatment. Hence, evaluation of the outcomes of such social experiments must carefully take into accour the nature of the treatment (s) given and variations between the treatments received by different individuals. Without paying atter to matters of implementation one cannot know whether a given progrc was successfully delivered. If no program approximating that inter by its designers was implemented at a given site, for example, ther no reason to treat the results äs a "test" of the outcomes arising the program. We found that although YEDPA produced several studies program implementation, YEDPA research gave insufficient considerai

